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EXPERIENCE
Paula advises several pharmaceutical and sanitary product companies on a regular basis with regards to regulatory law as well as
reviewing and negotiating contracts related to clinical trials, studies and clinical investigations. Similarly, she has vast experience
in advising clients on contractual law and especially with regards to negotiating and drafting agency and distribution contracts.
Paula has worked with numerous international operators of online gambling in obtaining administrative licenses necessary to
operate online gambling regulated in Spain. Similarly, she has provided regulatory advice to these companies on a recurring
basis.
She has assisted international clients in complying with the demanding data protection regulation in Spain, carrying out data
protection audits, drafting security documents and implementing international policies of privacy and data protection.
Paula advises multinationals on anti-piracy and unfair competition matters. She has also advised clients on strategies focused
on avoiding possible conflicts and responsibilities related to trademarks, copyright and other intellectual property rights.
In addition, she has significant experience in advising multinationals on electronic contracting and the potential civil and criminal
liability that could arise from web site content and e-mails, as well as in relation to the development of internet/e-mail policies and
compliance with the strict provisions of Spanish privacy law.
Furthermore, she has advised Spanish entities in the theft of client database and public disclosure thereof, theft of identity,
wrong transfer of data to undue addressees, banking sector-related cyber incidents and life sciences related incidents.
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CREDENTIALS

Professional Qualifications
Abogada registered with Ilustre Colegio de Abogados de Madrid, 2000

Education
2000 Universidad Complutense de Madrid (Spain) Law Degree
Universidad Complutense de Madrid (Spain) Technology and Law Master Degree
Instituto de Empresa - CESJE (Spain) MBA

Memberships
Member of the Madrid Bar Association (Ilustre Colegio de Abogados de Madrid) since 2000

INSIGHTS

Publications
European Commission proposes one-year postponement of MDR application date
8 April 2020
Following an informal heads-up on 25 March 2020, today the European Commission adopted a proposed regulation to postpone
by one year the date of application of the Medical Devices Regulation (Regulation (EU) 2017/745, “MDR”). If enacted, the
Medical Device Directive (Directive 93/42/EEC) and implementing legislation of the EU member states will continue to apply as
far as they have not yet been amended.

Country correspondent for The International Company & Commercial Law Review and Computer Law Review International
Paula regularly participates and writed many articles for important newspapers and legal magazines in Spain. Some of the
most relevant examples are from the gambling and life sciences sectors: “Operadores de juego online aceleran su mudanza
desde otros países a Ceuta y Melilla” and “ las zonas oscuras de la telemedicina”.

NEWS
DLA Piper advises Nemetschek on acquisition of DEXMA by subsidiary Spacewell
18 December 2020
DLA Piper has advised the Nemetschek group, one of the world's leading software providers for the Architecture, Engineering,
Construction and Owner-operated (AECO) industry, on the acquisition of 100% of the shares in DEXMA by its subsidiary
Spacewell.
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